T

his summer, get ready for the new and
improved roleplaying experience you’ve
been waiting for your entire life: My
Little Hero: Friendship is Mythic! Take on
the roles of best friends who are ready to take on
the world together, embodying undying sisterhood, friends forever, or bros to the bitter end!
Navigate the wilds of everyday life through the
sheer power of friendship, and discover that the
power to change the world - and truly love others - was within you all along.

Level up by performing tasks to prove your
friendship and make your fellow players happy,
earning points toward your Friendship Meter in
order to grow! There’s no limit to how far or
fast you can progress except for the size of your
heart, and the time you have to spend with your
favorite friends!

Choose from a series of interwoven and flavorful Aspects, each representing an important
part of your Hero’s destiny as the best comrade
ever to take a bullet for someone else and then
Create characters cooperatively with other go get ice cream afterward:
players, who will become your lifelong friends
• Affection, the Aspect of love, devotion,
both in and out of the game! No character can
and just liking each other a lot! Specialize
survive without their best buddy - who would
into one of three unique Talents: Friendly
help them out when they’re sad, or bring them
Cuddles, Loving Nicknames, or Thoughttheir favorite treats in the nick of time?! Experiful Gift-Giving.
ence a deep and immersive roleplaying experi• Feels, the Aspect of unexplained emotion
ence in which everyone is super glad everyone
and just letting it all hang out with the
else is there.
people who understand you best! SpecialEnjoy a unique dice-rolling system, in which
ize into Drunken Confessions, Emergency
every result is a success, and some results are
Midnight Breakup Support, or Weird
mega-successes, enabling you to activate super
Crushes.
mega awesome friendship moves! There are no
• Fun, the Aspect of having a great time
poor rolls in My Little Hero: Friendship is
with your companions and not caring what
Mythic, just rolls that need a little more love!
anyone thinks! Specialize into Chill Hangouts, Epic Parties, or Competitive Games
That Somehow Got Out of Hand.
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• Growth, the Aspect of learning more
about yourself and the needs of others, in
order to become a better person! Specialize
into Life Lessons, Simplistic Revelations, or

Sudden and Shocking Realizations.
• Honesty, the Aspect of sharing, caring,
and doing both simultaneously! Specialize
into Secret-Sharing, Truth-Telling, or Unbreakable Oaths of Fealty.
• Trust, the Aspect of knowing your pals
have always got your back, and of course
you have theirs! Specialize into Low Ropes
Courses, Sharing Favorite Things, or Supportively Hating Others.

ship powers, each more chummy than the last,
including (but certainly not limited to!) I Got
You Bro, which allows Heroes to fly to their
friends’ sides and prevent them from making a
fool of themselves at parties, Creative CoverUps, which enables Heroes to come up with
convincing stories to cover for their friends’
mistakes and possible law-breaking, and I Will
Seriously Kill That Guy For You, which
allows Heroes to do what they do best: make
people happy!

• Understanding, the Aspect of knowing
Build up your relationships with friends and
just what to say and how to support your
friends of friends, weaving a complex tapestry
dearest mates! Specialize into Silent Nodof emotion and sleepovers, and remember: batding, Stoic Support, or Weeping in Solitles may be epic and love affairs may be exciting,
darity.
but Friendship is Mythic!
Select from a wide array of magical friend-
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